5 Tips for Submitting a Conference Proposal

1. **Watch our video**
   We are committed to offering a broad range of sessions and hearing from diverse voices. We want to support you in writing a strong conference proposal, so please watch this video for more tips.

2. **Refer to the proposal rubrics**
   Read the rubric for your proposal category. In the interest of transparency and supporting strong conference proposals, AATSP shares our rubrics with you. Use them to guide your proposal writing.

3. **Make it pertinent and accessible**
   Participants are eager to learn from what you have to share. As you draw on your experience, research, and classroom practices, make it clear how your proposal can inform others. Avoid any use of the first person.

4. **Ensure your title and abstract match**
   Say what you mean, and mean what you say. A catchy title invites people to read further. Be sure your session title and abstract reflect each other as well as what participants will take away from your session.

5. **Seek peer review before submitting**
   We all make mistakes. Before submitting your proposal, give it an extra check for errors and clarity, and ask a colleague or two to review. Proposals with excessive errors or lacking clarity will not be accepted.
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